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ONLINE JOURNALISM
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR

Unit I

Introduction: Technology Use in Journalism:
Journalism has been going through several major technological changes during the past few
decades. The pace of these changes is quickening now, altering the practice of the profession as
never before. These changes, which encompass a wide range of activities from newsgathering
to dissemination, are bringing many benefits. At the same time, the profession faces some
negative impacts too.
The print revolution started with the invention of printing by Johann Gutenberg in the fourteenth
century. The next important development was the arrival of telegraph. Many of twentieth
century's scoops were transmitted over telegraph and telex lines. The telephones brought in a
fast means for the reporter to gather information.
Computers have now brought about major changes to the scenario. The way reporters gathered
and disseminated news is changing
It is to be remembered that none of the tools used by journalism is its own domain. But in every
case, journalism brought in an added dimension and character. Internet began as medium for
sharing information among military establishments and research institutions. Now, it is
increasingly being identified by the common man as a news medium, as it happened with radio
and television.
The second half of the twentieth century saw the emergence of transmission of newspaper
pages by fax and the inauguration of photocomposing. The Japanese had started using facsimile
transmission of the newspaper pages early in the fifties. THE HINDU was the first newspaper to
introduce facsimile editions in India. Some newspapers like Malayala Manorama adopted this
technology several years later. Others altogether skipped this phase of technology and jumped to
computer based transmission of pages in the nineties
Whole newspaper pages can now be sent across continents in a matter of minutes. This is being
facilitated by high speed modems, fibre optic cables and satellite links. While the high end
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technologies for printing became more complex, a new dimension to publishing was added by
the personal computer. The computer made it possible to publish material from the desktop.
Thus, publication of a lot of new material became feasible. Now, one can publish small booklets
or magazines without worrying about the costs and large scale circulation. The page making can
now be done even from your home. Thus, you can publish something with small investments.
The whole equipment would cost you only a few lakh rupees, and the power of publishing is in
your hands.
The distinguishing feature of this technology is that it can bring about quality very closer to those
achieved by larger presses. Almost all the typesetting features and tools needed to bring out well
designed publications are available in latest DTP programs for the personal computer. They can
handle graphics and pictures with ease. Accompanying programs like Photo Shop can enhance
the quality of your photographs. And programs like Corel DRAW offer unlimited graphic and
design opportunities.
The computers almost displaced a band of traditional typesetters, impositors and lay out artists
who rightly prided in their work. They were men who practised type setting and layout as an art,
strictly adhering to rules of their profession. The computer operators who replaced them were
adept in handling the machine and the programs, but lacked knowledge about niceties of
typesetting. As there was a divide between the old and the new generation, the fine art of
typesetting was not passed on to the new generation by the old guard in full.
Though most of the old typesetters were trained in the use of computers in several
organisations, most of them never acquired full mastery of the new medium. Many were just
using the computer in a mechanical manner.
As a result of this, now one finds the new comers breaking rules. Some of them have not even
heard of things like grid alignment. Many of them manipulate line spacing without discipline and
entirely leave spacing between words and justification to the machine. Though the typesetters
now have the added power to manipulate features like kerning, many of today's typesetters do
not have the skill or inclination to try them.
Scalable fonts available on computers have opened up possibilities that the old generation of
typesetters could never dream of. The freedom of the old compositors to chose point sizes was
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limited by the choices available in their composing room. Now, the computers will create any
point size for you. And a large number of fonts are available as never before
The machine, however, had brought in certain limitations on page design. With some of the early
software, there were difficulties in achieving text flow into L-shaped or T-shaped designs.
Defining of rectangular design elements, on the other hand, was easy. Thus, L-shaped and Tshaped text lay out became rare in newspapers using computer typesetting and rectangular
blocks dominated. The new techniques also led to newspapers gradually abandoning vertical and
horizontal page make up in favour of modular design. The transition was often through designs
that were neither this nor that.
Tools for Reporters
Word processors have eased the job of reporters and the sub-editors as far as journalists dealing
with languages using Roman and similar scripts are concerned. (The scripts of vernacular
languages in India do not have a suitable key board.). Earlier, reporters used to change paper
after paper on the typewriter till they could type in a good lead. Now, he can modify the lead any
number of times without much hassle.
Similarly, a sub-editor handling the copy of a novice may need to bring an important point buried
deep in the story to the top. Now, he can do it with a few strokes of keys. One facility which
needs special mention is the ability of word processors to insert other files in the copy. Files can
be easily combined and material from archives inserted into the body.
Maintenance and retrieval of material from newspaper morgues have become easier and quicker
with electronic medium. The archives can be easily searched and retrieved material incorporated
into copy. It is time that every publisher of newspapers and magazines worth the name has an
electronic equivalent of a morgue.
Word processing and archiving have also brought in its own evils, or better say, devils. Most
publications have practically abandoned proof-reading, leaving the job to spell check engines of
word processors. But spell check engines have their own limitations. It will not flag a spelling
mistake if spelling is wrong only in the current context. For example, the engine would pass the
word if you type `their' where `there' is needed.
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Besides, many of word processors on sale in India use American spelling while we follow British
spelling. The result is often a mix up of both American and British spelling. The spell check
machine, as you know, can replace the wrongly spelled word with the correctly spelled word. It
will, however, flag a correct word as misspelled, it the word is not in its dictionary. And sub
editors may hit the key for replacement without applying the mind. The result of all this is a
newspaper

with

more

printer's

devils

than

in

the

past.

Easy access to archives and the capability to insert material from the archives without retyping is
tempting many reporters to use archive material without rewriting. While this may be okay with
material like biodata, it would not look that nice elsewhere. Owing to easy access to archives,
reporters would be depending on them rather than scouting for the information afresh.
Over dependence on archived reports can result in repetition of errors committed in earlier
reports. However, the balance is in favour of archives. Reference to past events and issues in the
archives will help to avoid more mistakes than it is likely to cause. Reporters will also be able to
add much more background and depth to their reports through use of archives.
Newspapers used to be considered one day wonders that are discarded the next day. Except for
researchers, few would be searching back issues of newspapers. But this has changed with the
availability of searchable newspapers, back issues and archives on the Internet. And this has
increased the responsibility of all working behind newspapers. They are more likely to be hauled
up for a mistake committed years ago than ever before. More than mere mistakes, one may find
reports contradicting each other in the same newspaper, if one scans through a longer period of
reportage by different reporters.
If the teleprinters used to transmit news at the rate of around 80 words per minute some years
ago, today transmission speeds of the order of 56 kilobits per second (about 70000 words per
minute) are at hand. It is now possible for a reporter to work at home with a computer and file
his report over telephone lines.
Tomorrow, reporters may be dictating their stories on the field to computers capable of
recognizing voice and transmitting them instantaneously to their offices. While the electronic
media is sure to embrace such a technology, it is doubtful whether print journalists would
welcome it. There are limitations in composing long and detailed stories using voice.
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There is also the possibility of blurring of the distinction between various media in the near
future. The same newsroom would be producing the print and online editions of the newspaper
and news broadcasts over radio, cable and television. This process has already begun. In India,
the print and online editions of newspapers share resources.

News Gathering:
The bulletin board and the Internet are among the new sources and tools that have become
available to the journalist with the development of computer networking. These sources can be
broadly classified as electronic sources of information. Perhaps the most important among them,
on account of reliability, is the electronic databases. The new tools include E-mail, telnet,
Internet browsers and search engines.
The E-mail opens up wider vistas for the journalist to contact experts and other sources, and also
for in-house communication. Journalists working from a location can now easily reach out to
experts in other parts of country or even abroad to gather information and check facts. The
discussion lists and usenet news groups also offer additional fora for the journalists to collect
information. The media generally reflect the opinions of the elite and not the common man.
Reporters usually look for opinions from politicians, opinion leaders from various professions and
experts, except for occasional forays for interviewing the man on the street for his opinions on
the budget or the like.
The reason for this is not often the reporter's antipathy for the opinion of the common man but
the difficulty in identifying the man on the street with worthwhile opinion. Discussion lists and
news groups, when it becomes common here also, will remove this difficulty to a great extent.
Reporters can subscribe to discussion lists or "lurk" relevant news groups to gauge the opinions
of the general public.

World Wide Web:
What is the WWW?
WWW stands for the World Wide Web .The World Wide Web is most often called the Web. The
Web is a network of computers all over the world. All the computers in the Web can
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communicate with each other. All the computers use a communication standard called HTTP.
The World Wide Web consists of all the public Web sites connected to the Internet worldwide,
including the client devices (such as computers and cell phones) that access Web content. The
WWW is just one of many applications of the Internet and computer networks.
The World Web is based on these technologies:


HTML - Hypertext Markup Language



HTTP - Hypertext Transfer Protocol



Web servers and Web browsers

Researcher Tim Berners-Lee led the development of the original World Wide Web in the late
1980s and early 1990s. He helped build prototypes of the above Web technologies and coined
the term "WWW." Web sites and Web browsing exploded in popularity during the mid-1990s.

How Does the WWW Work?
Information is stored in documents called Web pages. Web pages are files stored on computers
called Web servers. Computers reading the Web pages are called Web clients. Web clients view
the pages with a program called a Web browser. Popular browsers are Internet Explorer,
Chrome, and Firefox

How Does the Browser Fetch the Pages?


A browser fetches a Web page from a server by a request



A request is a standard HTTP request containing a page address



A page address looks like: http://www.someone.com/page.htm

Who is Making the Web Standards?
The Web standards are not made up by Google or Microsoft
The rule-making body of the Web is the W3C
W3C stands for the World Wide Web Consortium
W3C puts together specifications for Web standards
The most essential Web standards are HTML, CSS and XML
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Search Engines
What is a search engine?
A search engine is an online tool for searching web sites. General search engines will search
for any site, any subject, and any type of file. Specialty search engines will search one particular
subject or one particular type of file. Web sites are gathered by search engines via software
programs called "spiders" that crawl the web and look for web sites. Creators of web sites can
also register their web site with a particular search engine to ensure that their web site will be
covered by that search engine. Basically, a search engine is a software program that searches for
sites based on the words that you designate as search terms. Search engines look through their
own databases of information in order to find what it is that you are looking for.
Search engines use automated software (known as robots or spiders) to follow links on
Websites, harvesting information as they go. When someone submits a query to a search engine,
the engine returns a list of sites, ranking them on their relevance to the keywords used in the
search. How search engines assess your site and determine the relevance of the words often
depends on how the specific search engine works. Some engines, such as Excite, use artificial
intelligence to recognize concepts that frequently appear together. Other search engines, list the
more popular sites first.
Most users want a single search engine that delivers three key features:


Relevant results (results you are actually interested in)



Uncluttered, easy to read interface



Helpful options to broaden or tighten a search

How Do Search Engines Work?
Search engines are not simple. They include incredibly detailed processes and methodologies,
and are updated all the time. All search engines go by this basic process when conducting search
processes, but because there are differences in search engines, there are bound to be different
results depending on which engine you use. The searcher types a query into a search engine.
Search engine software quickly sorts through literally millions of pages in its database to find
matches to this query.
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The search engine's results are ranked in order of relevancy
•

Crawler-based search engines, such as Google, All TheWeb and AltaVista, Yahoo and

Bing, create their listings automatically by using a piece of software to “crawl” or “spider” the
web and then index what it finds to build the search base. Web page changes can be dynamically
caught by crawler-based search engines and will affect how these web pages get listed in the
search results.
•

Crawler-based search engines are good when you have a specific search topic in mind and

can be very efficient in finding relevant information in this situation. However, when the search
topic is general, crawler-base search engines may return hundreds of thousands of irrelevant
responses to simple search requests, including lengthy documents in which your keyword
appears only once.
Human-powered directories, such as the Yahoo directory, Open Directory and LookSmart,
depend on human editors to create their listings. Typically, webmasters submit a short
description to the directory for their websites, or editors write one for the sites they review, and
these manually edited descriptions will form the search base. Therefore, changes made to
individual web pages will have no effect on how these pages get listed in the search results.
Human-powered directories are good when you are interested in a general topic of search. In
this situation, a directory can guide and help you narrow your search and get refined results.
Therefore, search results found in a human-powered directory are usually more relevant to the
search topic and more accurate. However, this is not an efficient way to find information when a
specific search topic is in mind.
Some search engines like Yahoo and MSN Search provide both crawler-based results and humanpowered listings, therefore become hybrid search engines
Meta-search engines, such as Dogpile, Mamma, and Metacrawler, transmit user-supplied
keywords simultaneously to several individual search engines to actually carry out the search.
Search results returned from all the search engines can be integrated, duplicates can be
eliminated and additional features such as clustering by subjects within the search results can be
implemented by meta-search engines.
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Meta-search engines are good for saving time by searching only in one place and sparing the
need to use and learn several separate search engines. "But since meta-search engines do not
allow for input of many search variables, their best use is to find hits on obscure items or to see if
something can be found using the Internet

Chat & News Groups
CHAT
Online conversations in which you are immediately able to send messages back and forth to
one another is called chat. Usually, this "talking" is the exchange of typed-in messages requiring
one site as the repository for the messages (or "chat site") and a group of users who take part
from anywhere on the Internet. In some cases, a private chat can be arranged between two
parties who meet initially in a group chat. Chats can be ongoing or scheduled for a particular
time and duration. Most chats are focused on a particular topic of interest.
CHAT
A chat can also be conducted using sound or sound and video, provided you have the bandwidth
access and the appropriate programming. Some chat sites such as Worlds Chat allow participants
to assume the role or appearance of an avatar in a simulated or virtual reality environment.

TYPES OF CHAT
Instant Messaging
Instant messaging (IM) is one of the most popular forms of chat. Most of the time, instant
messaging (IM'ing) is just between two people, although most IM software can handle group
chats (with 3 or more people.) When you first start out IM'ing, you have to choose a name that
people see you as. This name is commonly referred to as a nick (as in nickname) and is
sometimes called a handle. The most popular form of IM is AOL Instant Messenger. AOL IM
allows anyone who downloads their free software to choose a nick (AOL calls their nicks Screen
names) and 'chat' with anyone else with AOL IM. No two people with AOL IM or AOL can have
the same screen name. AOL IM is free.
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ICQ ("I seek you")
ICQ is an extremely useful communication program. It allows you to message (chat), send files,
send URLs, and more to anyone else with ICQ. When you download ICQ (which is free) you are
assigned an ICQ number. Two or more people using ICQ can have the same nickname, but no two
people can have the same ICQ number. If you want to let someone contact you by ICQ, give them
both your ICQ# and your nickname, so they won't accidentally contact someone else with the
same nickname by mistake.

RC - Internet Relay Chat
Unlike AOL IM and ICQ, IRC (Internet Relay Chat) is not owned by any company. To use IRC, you
need an IRC client program
IRC has many networks that are completely separate from one another. Some popular networks
include The Undernet, EFnet, and DALnet. If you want to chat with someone on IRC, you need to
make sure that both of you are on the same network (you can set it and change it each time your
start your IRC program.)
IRC has very few rules. if you are on AOL, and someone keeps bothering you, you could report
that screen name to the AOL company. There is no high authority on IRC, but there is still an
ignore option to use if someone annoys you.

What Is a Chat Room
Electronic chats are a synchronous form of communication, closely resembling actual, real-time
conversations. Individual’s log-into a system and can communicate directly with anyone else
logged into the same system. Within seconds of writing a comment online, everyone else loggedinto the system can view and immediately respond to these initial remarks.

Chat Rooms: can be used to carry out formal or informal discussions about current events,
controversies, readings, common experiments, business plans, and many other issues can be
used to provide immediate feedback or responses to learner questions can be used by students
to present and describe their work to others; feedback or advice can be sought from other
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participants can promote community among groups of learners who otherwise would be unable
to communicate formally or informally (e.g., geographically dispersed)

The following are common chat programs and protocols:


AOL Instant Messenger (AIM)



Camfrog



Campfire



Google Talk



Apple Messages



I2P-Messenger



ICQ (OSCAR)



Internet Relay Chat (IRC)



Yahoo! Messenger



MUD



Paltalk



QQ



ActivEngage



SILC



Skype



Talk



Talker



TeamSpeak (TS)



WhatsApp



Windows Live Messenger



XMPP

Newsgroups:
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Newsgroups are Internet discussion forums where groups of users with common interests
gather to talk about everything from software to comic books to politics. Unlike e-mail messages,
which are visible only to the sender and specified recipients, newsgroup messages can be read by
anyone who views the group that they're posted in. Newsgroups are international in scope, with
participants from all corners of the Internet.
Before you can view messages in a newsgroup, you'll need a newsreader program, such as
Windows Mail. You'll use the newsreader to download messages from a news server. Many
Internet service providers (ISPs) offer access to news servers for use by their customers. These
servers typically contain thousands of groups covering a wide variety of topics. Some news
servers contain specialized topics, such as news about specific technologies or information
related to particular industries or organizations.
Newsgroups
Newsgroups are Internet discussion groups on just about any topic you can imagine. There are
more than 50,000 newsgroups, which additional groups being added daily. Newsgroups were
one of the first ways that students and scientists (using ARPANet, an early version of the
Internet) could share their opinions, interests and hobbies online.
As the number of newsgroups began to expand, the Internet administrators grouped all
newsgroups together to form a hierarchy known as Usenet. To begin with Usenet and the
newsgroups were just text based communities (7-bit ASCII). It took the creation of HTTP
(hypertext transport protocol - changed the way computers transmit and recieve information) to
expand upon the text based system.
How to post and read on Newsgroups To post and read on newsgroups you need a news reader
program. A news reader program allows you to collect articles from newsgroups, display them, in
subject and date order for you to read. It will also allow you to send posts to a newsgroup as
well. Below is a list of news reader programs you could use,
Newsgroup Commander- Easy to use news reader program where you select COMMUNICATOR
from the tool bar, and choose the option NEWSGROUPS from the submenu.
Outlook Express - Email program that also allows you to access Usenet. Select TOOLS from the
tool bar, and choose the Option ACCOUNTS from the submenu.
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The help file that comes with your news reader program should explain how to download posts
from a newsgroup to read, how to subscribe / unsubscribe to a particular newsgroup and how to
read and post on a newsgroup with that particular news reader program.
Types of Newsgroups Newsgroups are listed in a hierarchy that goes back to the early 1980's.
The different types of newsgroups are shown by a extension, an example of some of the
different types of extensions and meanings are below (for Google newsgroups)


alt. - Any conceivable topic.



biz. - Business products, services, reviews



comp. - Hardware, software, consumer info



humanities. - Fine art, literature, philosophy



misc. - Employment, health, and much more



news. - Info about Usenet News



rec. - Games, hobbies, sports



sci. - Applied science, social science



soc. - Social issues, culture



talk. - Current issues and debates

Newsgroups
As stated earlier, a newsgroup is a continuous public discussion about a particular topic.
Newsgroups are decentralized, which means that the messages are not maintained on a single
server, but are replicated to hundreds of servers around the world.
Newsgroups are most effective when:
You don't need an immediate answer.
You want to communicate with more than one person.
You want to communicate with a group of people interested in the same topic.
You need or want to provide extensive information about that topic.
Newsgroups
A newsgroup is a discussion written to a central Internet site and redistributed through Usenet, a
worldwide network of news discussion groups. Usenet uses the Network News Transfer Protocol
(NNTP).
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Newsgroups are organized into subject hierarchies, with the first few letters of the newsgroup
name indicating the major subject category and sub-categories represented by a subtopic name.
Users can post to existing newsgroups, respond to previous posts, and create new newsgroups.
Some newsgroups are moderated by a designated person who decides which postings to allow or
to remove. Most newsgroups are unmoderated.

What can I use newsgroups for?
Newsgroups are an excellent way to find out good web sites to visit in your particular area of
interest or just pick up detailed information about your area of interest.
You can buy and sell stuff. People often advertise things for sale in some newsgroups.
Gauge public opinion or strength of feeling about certain topics or interest
Find out detailed information that the mainstream media tend to over simplify

Computer Networks:
•

LAN-LOCAL AREA NETWORK
A group of computers that share a common connection and are usually in a small area or even

in the same building. For example an office or home network. They are usually connected by
Ethernet cables and have high speed connections. If it was a wireless setup it would be called a
WLAN, which would have a lower connection speed
LAN’s enable the sharing of resources such as files or hardware devices that may be needed by
multiple users It is limited in size, typically spanning a few hundred meters, and no more than a
mile
It is fast, with speeds from 10 Mbps to 10 Gbps. Requires little wiring, typically a single cable
connecting to each device. Has lower cost compared to MAN’s or WAN’s
LAN’s can be either wired or wireless. Twisted pair, coax or fibre optic cable can be used in wired
LAN’s. Every LAN uses a protocol – a set of rules that governs how packets are configured and
transmitted.
LANs are capable of very high transmission rates (100s Mb/s to G b/s).
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LAN-Local Area Network
Advantages of LAN
Speed
Cost
Security
E-mail
Resource Sharing
LAN-Local Area Network
Disadvantages of LAN
Expensive To Install
Requires Administrative Time
File Server May Fail
Cables May Break

•

MAN-metropolitan area network
This is a larger network that connects computer users in a particular geographic area or

region. For example a large university may have a network so large that it may be classified as a
MAN. The MAN network usually exist to provide connectivity to local ISPs, cable tv, or large
corporations. It is far larger than a LAN and smaller than a WAN
A metropolitan area network (MAN) is a large computer network that usually spans a city or a
large campus.
A MAN is optimized for a larger geographical area than a LAN, ranging from several blocks of
buildings to entire cities.
A MAN might be owned and operated by a single organization, but it usually will be used by
many individuals and organizations.
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A MAN often acts as a high speed network to allow sharing of regional resources. A MAN
typically covers an area of between 5 and 50 km diameter.
Examples of MAN: Telephone company network that provides a high speed DSL to customers
and cable TV network.

•

WAN-wide area network

WAN covers a large geographic area such as country, continent or even whole of the world. A
WAN is two or more LANs connected together. The LANs can be many miles apart.
To cover great distances, WANs may transmit data over leased high-speed phone lines or
wireless links such as satellites. Multiple LANs can be connected together using devices such as
bridges, routers, or gateways, which enable them to share data. The world's most popular WAN
is the Internet. This is the largest network and can interconnect networks throughout the world
and is not restricted to a geographical location. Most WANs exist to connect LANs that are not in
the same geographical area. This technology is high speed and very expensive to setup.

File Transfer Protocol:
FTP is an acronym for File Transfer Protocol. As the name suggests, FTP is used to transfer files
between computers on a network. You can use FTP to exchange files between computer
accounts, transfer files between an account and a desktop computer, or access online software
archives.
FTP is the easiest way to transfer files between computers via the internet, and utilizes TCP,
transmission control protocol, and IP, internet protocol, systems to perform uploading and
downloading tasks.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard Internet protocol for transmitting files between
computers on the Internet. Like the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which transfers
displayable Web pages and related files, and the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), which
transfers e-mail, FTP is an application protocol that uses the Internet's TCP/IP protocols. FTP is
commonly used to transfer Web page files from their creator to the computer that acts as their
server for everyone on the Internet. It's also commonly used to download programs and other
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files to your computer from other servers. As a user, you can use FTP with a simple command
line interface (for example, from the Windows MS-DOS Prompt window) or with a commercial
program that offers a graphical user interface. Your Web browser can also make FTP requests to
download programs you select from a Web page. Using FTP, you can also update (delete,
rename, move, and copy) files at a server. You need to logon to an FTP server.
Basic FTP support is usually provided as part of a suite of programs that come with TCP/IP.
However, any FTP client program with a graphical user interface usually must be downloaded
from the company that makes it.

Modes of File Transfer
Three modes of transferring data are available via FTP. The system can use a stream mode, in
which it transfers files as a continuous stream from port to port with no intervention or
processing of information into different formats. For example, in a transfer of data between two
computers with identical operating systems, FTP does not need to modify the files.
In block mode, FTP divides the data to be transferred into blocks of information, each with a
header, byte count, and data field. In the third mode of transfer, the compressed mode, FTP
compresses the files by encoding them. Often these modifications of data are necessary for
successful transfer because the file sender and file receiver do not have compatible data storage
systems.

Passive FTP
Should your computer have firewall protection, you may have difficulties using FTP. A firewall
protects your PC by preventing internet sites from initiating file transfers. Also called passive
FTP, the process requires that any transfer of information from the internet or other external
source must be initiated by the client or private network rather than the external source.

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
How It Works
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TCP and IP are the two major protocols that keep the internet running smoothly. TCP manages
data transfer while IP directs traffic to internet addresses. FTP is an underling of TCP and shuttles
files back and forth between FTP server and FTP client. Because FTP requires that two ports be
open--the server's and the client's--it facilitates the exchange of large files of information.
What is an FTP Client?
An FTP Client is software that is designed to transfer files back-and-forth between two
computers over the Internet. It needs to be installed on your computer and can only be used
with a live connection to the Internet.
Additional features of the FTP Client include: multiple file transfer; the auto re-get or resuming
feature; a queuing utility; the scheduling feature; an FTP find utility; a synchronize utility; and for
the advanced user, a scripting utility.

E-mail
E-mail (electronic mail) is the exchange of computer-stored messages by telecommunication.
(Some publications spell it email; we prefer the currently more established spelling of e-mail.) Email messages are usually encoded in ASCII text. However, you can also send non-text files, such
as graphic images and sound files, as attachments sent in binary streams. E-mail was one of the
first uses of the Internet and is still the most popular use. A large percentage of the total traffic
over the Internet is e-mail. E-mail can also be exchanged between online service provider users
and in networks other than the Internet, both public and private.
E-mail can be distributed to lists of people as well as to individuals. A shared distribution list can
be managed by using an e-mail reflector. Some mailing lists allow you to subscribe by sending a
request to the mailing list administrator. A mailing list that is administered automatically is called
a list server.
E-mail is one of the protocols included with the Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) suite of protocols. A popular protocol for sending e-mail is Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
and a popular protocol for receiving it is POP3. Both Netscape and Microsoft include an e-mail
utility with their Web browsers.
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Email much the same as a letter, only that it is exchanged in a different way. Computers use the
TCP/IP protocol suite to send email messages in the form of packets. The first thing you need to
send and recieve emails is an email address. When you create an account with a Internet Service
Provider you are usually given an email address to send from and recieve emails. If this isn't the
case you can create an email address / account at web sites such as yahoo, hotmail and lycos.
The header of an email includes the
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
So you enter the name and address of the recipient in the From: field, the name and address of
anyone who is being copied to in the Cc: field, and the subject of the message obviously in the
Subject: field.
The part below the header of the email is called the body, and contains the message itself.
Spelling the correct address is critical with an email. Like with a normal postal letter, if you get
the address wrong it won't go the correct receiver. If you send an email to an address which
doesnot exist the message will come back to you as a Address Unknown error routine.
Email Addresses
An e-mail address typically has two main parts:
editor@internet-guide.co.uk
The first field is the user name (editor) which refers to the recipient's mailbox. Then there is the
sign (@) which is the same in every email address. Then comes the host name (internet-guide),
which can also be called the domain name. This refers to the mail server address, most usually
having a individual IP address. The final part of an email address includes the top-level domain
(TLD). For the above address this is 'co.uk', which is for commercial sites based in the UK.
Protocols
Users receive and send messages using standardized protocols that make it possible for emails to
travel seamlessly between computers running different types of software, and across different
kinds of servers on various networks. Simple message transfer protocol (SMTP) enables the
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actual sending and receiving of messages. Other protocols, including Post Office Protocol (POP)
and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), allow users to retrieve and store messages over
time.
ADVANTAGES


Easy to use



Speed



Easy to prioritize



Reliable and secure



Informal and conversational



Easier for reference



Automated emails



Environment friendly



Use of graphics



Advertising tool



Cheap Service



Data Storage



Provision of Attachments

DISADVANTAGES


Viruses



Spam



Hacking



Misinterpretation



Lengthy mails



Not suitable for business



Crowded inbox



Need to check the inbox regularly



Internet Access is Required
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ONLINE JOURNALISM
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR

Unit II

Introduction:
PODCASTING, VIDEOCASTING:
What is video casting/blogging?
Video casting/blogging or vlogging is when you make a video and post it on the internet with the
intention of getting a response from viewers. In most cases blogs are done in a series where the
blogger will put out one blog per week, or per month on a particular topic. Like any other form of
Blogging, video blogging (vlog) is done with the help of videos. You either self host your video or
use free services like YouTube, Vimeo to host your videos. Like a normal blog, your video will be
visible to public and they can rate, comment and share your videos. Only big difference is we will
be using videos to share the information instead of text.
What do I make a vlog about?
There are no real rules for vlogging. You can make a vlog about anything you want. The
important thing is to pick a topic that you are passionate about and can stick with. A vlog isn’t
much of a vlog with just one episode.
Video blogging is nothing new — after all, video has existed on the web long before YouTube. But
video equipment is now cheaper, post production software more accessible, and online
platforms on which to distribute video — such as YouTube — are easier to use than ever before.
Still, only some of the many people posting videos regard themselves as video bloggers. Even
though the notion of video blogging itself isn’t new, the actual endeavor is still novel to many
people. Creating a Video Blog
Choosing a video camera depends upon your beat, style, audience and frequency of posting.
People can be effective with a mobile cam or laptop camera. At the other end of the spectrum
are solo video journalists who have the chance to make high-quality stories from the field with
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small cameras like the Sony A1U and about an equal dollar investment in microphones and Final
Cut.
The software recommended is a mixture of low-cost and professional applications: Final Cut
Studio, GarageBand, iPhoto, Fission, and Audio Hijack Pro for editing and audio.
In the end, though, video blogging is exploding because the barriers to entry are so low. The
bottom line is, if you want to get into video blogging it is remarkably simple and very, very
inexpensive.
Video Blogging Tips
•

- Only avoid using a tripod when it is impractical

•

- Be yourself

•

- Avoid trying to copy TV news formulas

•

- Film exciting and visually interesting videos

•

- Audio matters for brand identity

Exposure:
With more and more blogs being published daily, bloggers prefer making channels on video
sharing websites like YouTube to get more exposure. However recent researches have shown
that videos are more watched, enjoyed and shared than the text content. If you make a video
and a text content then it will be easy to get more video views than text content impressions.
Also when we see a video on Facebook we are more likely to watch it rather reading a long
description below an image shared on Facebook. People enjoy watching videos rather reading
content. Also videos have more visual effects than a text content along with images.
Advantages of Videologging:
Great Videos easily go Viral:
Videos are more likely to go viral than a text content. People are more likely to watch videos on
Facebook rather reading text. This strategy when adopted for the promotion of a blog can unveil
incredible results. So why not go with this strategy? Many web companies have video channels at
YouTube. This helps them get more traffic and keep in contact with their readers that are more
active on YouTube than on any other social networking website.
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Great Videos easily go Viral:
Videos are more likely to go viral than a text content. People are more likely to watch videos on
Facebook rather reading text. This strategy when adopted for the promotion of a blog can unveil
incredible results. So why not go with this strategy? Many web companies have video channels at
YouTube. This helps them get more traffic and keep in contact with their readers that are more
active on YouTube than on any other social networking website.
What is audio blogging?
Audioblogging is formed by combining "audio” with “blogging". Audioblogging is an extension
of blogging, where bloggers substitute the bulk of the text posts with voice recordings. Pictures,
which are common in blogs, continue to accompany the voice narration in blog posts. Newly
posted audioblogs entries are referred to as a ‘post’ (as per blog post).
For audioblogs, the entire website uses a blog server on the backend. As a result, audio blogs
inherit key features of blogs. These include:
•

Dating and arrangement of information in reverse chronological order

•

Ease of posting new content

•

Automatic archival and organisation of old posts

•

Content syndication through “RSS” (stands for Really Simple Syndication)

Similar to audioblogging, the word “podcasting” is derived from a combination of "iPod" and
"broadcasting". It refers to the concept in which online audio programs (such as talk shows or
hosted music programs) in digital format are downloaded for listening at the user’s. Podcasting
also refers to the method of distributing multimedia files, such as audio programs or music
videos, over the Internet through the use of RSS feeds These podcasts are usually automatically
downloaded for playback on mobile devices and/or personal computers. Each newly posted
podcast is usually referred to as an ‘episode’. Thus, the many episodes in a series form a podcast
‘channel’, similar to that of radio and TV shows/channels.
Although “iPod” forms half of the word “podcasting”, one does not have to possess an iPod to
create a podcast. A podcast can be created with any digital recording device (e.g. a portable mp3
player that comes built-in with recording function). Podcasts are usually created in the mp3 file
format for its compact file size but podcasts presented in other sound formats (e.g. wave, real25 | P a g e

audio format) do exist. The rising popularity of podcasting could be attributed to the increasingly
widespread ownership of mp3 players and the relative ease with which individual podcasters can
create and distribute files
Looking back, blogging and audio blogging existed way before podcasting became popular in
late 2004. So having defined audio blogging and podcasting, a very common question is
What are the similarities and differences between audio blogging and podcasting?
Similarities
1. Content type – voice recordings
Voice audio files form the bulk of content for both audio blogs and podcasts. Content is
delivered through the human voice(s) and music can be added to spice up the recordings
2.RSS feeds for content syndication
Listeners of both audio blogs and podcasts are notified of new posts/episodes through
subscription to RSS feeds. They do not need to revisit the websites to check for new updates.
3. Appeal of the vast internet audience
Both audio blogging and podcasting provide the motivational push for content creators to
produce new content regularly because of their access to a vast Internet audience.
Differences
1. Nature of content
Audio blogs inherited the self-reflective nature of blogs, hence audio blogs tend to be
reflective voice journals of bloggers who choose to use their voice for self-expression. On the
other hand, many podcasters imagine themselves to be deejays broadcasting to listeners of radio
stations, hence many podcasts are similar to radio shows in nature. In terms of content
development, while it is not difficult to find podcasts put together by the combined efforts of
more than one podcaster, audio blogs tend to retain the personal nature of blogs. As podcasting
gains popularity, this difference in the nature of the content is diminishing and may soon become
nondiscernable.
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2. Modes of expression
Audioblogs allow for other modes of expression if the audioblogger chooses to supplement
his/her audio post with text, hypertext, picture/graphics, or even video clips. This is made
possible with the blogging platform forming the backbone of the technology. Interestingly,
audiobloggers tend to find a combination of audio and text most appealing. On the other hand, a
podcast is produced by the human voice(s) and some text description may provided to describe
the podcast. However as podcasters become more savvy, the possibility of incorporating visual
elements is very likely.
3. Interaction with audience
Like bloggers, audiobloggers can interact with their audience through the commenting feature
that is available with the blogging platform. Although comments are usually in text and not
through the use of voice recording, it still allows for meaningful interaction between the audio
blogger and his audience. In addition, audio blogs can utilise the interaction function that is
unique to blogging platforms, but not available to podcasters. On the other hand, podcasters
seem to have limited interaction with their audience. While subscribers of popular podcasts have
been known to post their feedback on the podcasters’ websites, podcasters seldom reply. Thus,
this form of interaction seldom evolves into a two way communication channel (podcaster to
audience and vice-versa) that is more prominent on audio blog sites.

GATHER DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS, AUDIO, VIDEO AND UPLOAD- Practicals:

Create a Package on Blog- Practicals
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ONLINE JOURNALISM
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR

Unit III

Introduction:
Writing for Online Media:
Mojos are mobile journalists equipped with notepads, cameras, recorders, cell phones and
laptop computers so they can file community news stories for the Web at a moment’s notice.
They don’t go to a newspaper office; their office is in their cars. They don’t wait for deadlines;
their deadlines are whenever they get their information.
The mojo concept was initiated at the Fort Myers News-Press and is being used at the Honolulu
Advertiser in Hawaii and Florida Today in Melbourne, Fla. All three newspapers are owned by the
Gannett Corp., which intends to expand the use of mojos to many of its 82 other newspapers.
The basic concept for breaking news on the Web is short, fast and frequent. The Web is no
longer the last place to post news; it’s the first. Web skills are no longer an optional asset; they
are crucial for media careers in print, broadcast and public relations.
In the past most news organizations just published the same information on their Web sites as
they had in their newspapers or TV report, but now news organizations are using the Web for
original material such as multimedia presentations and interactive features that include blogs,
games and searchable graphics or databases
Mobile journalism may be a wave of the future for print reporters, but television stations have
been using mobile vans to cover breaking news for many years.
The difference between mojos and traditional reporters is that these mobile journalists live,
work, and play in the communities they cover. The news is posted on “microsites,” subsidiary
sites of the newspaper’s main Web site. These microsites contain breaking news, community
profiles, searchable databases, archives and places for readers to post comments and blogs.

Some of the main qualities of journalism in a Web-centric society are:
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Immediacy: News must be updated throughout the day. As soon as news breaks, it should be
posted on the Web. It can be delivered to cell phones, e-mail or Web sites via automatic updates
called RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds.
Interactivity: Journalists aren’t the only providers of news anymore. Web sites feature blogs
and messages posted by subscribers to the site. Interactive graphics allow readers to click on a
map or illustration to find the cheapest gas prices or check crime rates in their neighborhoods.
Multimedia: In the past, multimedia projects were limited to major projects. Now multimedia
is prevalent on many print and broadcast Web sites. A multimedia story is any story that uses a
variety of media such as text with photographs, video, audio and graphics. Sophisticated
multimedia projects feature several of these elements and interactivity.
Innovation: Storytelling on the Web can take many forms. Be imaginative. You can still use the
inverted pyramid for breaking news stories, but you can also tell stories in many other ways.
Think long and short—full-length stories or miniprofiles; question/answer instead of text;
photographs to tell the story, quizzes, lists and games.
Reporting for the Web
Good reporting is similar in any medium, but you need some additional tools and reporting
steps for the Web.
Plan for Full Coverage: Be prepared to report your story for text delivery and for audio or video
elements. Plan to get the full text of a speech, a city budget, a list of contest winners or other
additional information to post on the Web.
Time Lines: When you are covering a major disaster or crime event, mark your notes with time
periods for a time line that might be posted on the Web.
Equipment: For basic reporting, in addition to a notebook and pens or pencils, take a tape
recorder to get audio sound bites and some form of digital storage media such as a flash drive for
the extended information. Other necessities include a cell phone to call in your story, digital
camera, extra batteries and a notebook computer if you are going to transmit a story from your
location.
Updates and Follow-Up Stories: Plan to file your story in a brief form as soon as the news breaks.
Then plan an updated version for your next print edition. If you are covering a major breaking30 | P a g e

news story, plan to file for the Web every time you receive new information. Think ahead. Plan
to write a follow-up story for the next edition of your broadcast or print publication.
Check Accuracy and Timeliness: If you are using information from the Web, check the date of
the information and the reliability of the Web site for accuracy. Is the information from a site by
a government agency, a university, a respected media organization or is it from a personal site?
E-mail Reporting: Don’t depend on it for deadline. E-mail is a good way to reach people and
get limited information, but face-to-face or telephone interviewing is still preferable.

Writing for Online Media:
Linear vs. Nonlinear
The interactive nature of the Web makes it nonlinear, meaning users may access information
in any order they choose. Conversely, print and broadcast stories are written in linear order from
beginning to end, as in a straight line, offering readers no choice except to stop reading.
Although many Web stories are still written in linear order, Web readers have nonlinear choices
of accessing related elements linked to the story or the site. A Web package created in nonlinear
order might be divided into smaller chunks spanning several pages, or it might contain links to
time lines, related stories, polls and other interactive elements.

Embedded or External Links
Should you include links within the text (embedded) of your story or at the end (external)?
The AP Stylebook says to include the URLs (Internet addresses) within the text if they refer to a
site being discussed but place them at the end if they provide additional information. In the past,
most Web designers and usability experts recommended that links be placed on the side or at
the end of a story because a reader who clicked on an embedded link might not return to the
article. However, the current thinking is that online readers have become so sophisticated that
they will return to articles they want to read even if they access a link on another page.
Story Planning
Whether readers scan or thoroughly read Web stories, the hyperlink nature of the Web
changes the way writers need to plan their stories. You need to plan the story before the
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reporting process so you know what information to gather. Most news organizations use
formatted programs for Web stories, so you don’t have to worry about designing the Web page
for your story. If you are planning to create a multimedia package or Web site, you should take a
course in Web design. Web designers plan sites by drawing a “storyboard,” which is similar to an
organizational chart, to show the main parts and related pieces. A storyboard can be used for
news stories as well. You could also draft a simple outline to plan elements of the story.
Story Planning
First decide the best way to tell the story. Not all stories need to be written in linear text
format. A story or some of its parts may be presented in alternative forms. Before you write your
story, you should plan the organization. Writing for the Web requires envisioning a story in
layers. Will your story be one page of text or will you write it in chunks? Will you use photos,
audio and/or video? Will you have sidebars?

These are some elements to consider:
Time Lines: Does the story lend itself to background created as a time line?

Frequently Asked Questions: Would a question/answer format or FAQ (Frequently Asked
Questions) be a good way to present the story or accompany it?

Interactivity: Will the story feature a discussion question, poll, quiz, searchable databases or
other information the reporter may need to gather for reader involvement?

Lists or Data for Full Coverage: Will the story be accompanied by a complete list of contest
winners, school test scores or other information?

Miniprofiles: Does a story about candidates or a long feature series need short biographies of
the sources?
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Multimedia: Will the story include audio or video? Do you need to tape an interview for sound
bites?
Related Links: Although some organizations have researchers or Web producers who find related
links, when you are producing your own stories, add the relevant links.
E-mail Addresses of Reporters: Not all news sites include these addresses, but it’s a good idea to
add your e-mail address to your byline.
A checklist for your story might look something like this:
•

Headline

•

Highlights (above or on the side—optional)

•

Summary blurb

•

Main story—one scrolling text page or divided into chunks of several Web pages

•

Breaking news brief or updates

•

Links to related stories and sources (preferably on the side or at the end)

Story Planning

•

Time lines

•

Short bios of main sources

•

Full text of speeches, reports, budgets or lists of winners

•

Photos/graphics

•

Multimedia (audio or video)

•

Searchable databases

•

Interactive elements: polls, games, quizzes, blogs, discussion questions or places for

readers to post messages.

Writing Techniques
There is no single way to write for the Web. Choose the form that best fits the story or
purpose. Is your purpose to inform or entertain or do both? If you are writing for a corporate or
public relations site, determine the best way to convey information quickly and clearly. If you are
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writing news, consider the inverted pyramid for breaking or serious news. If you want to tell a
good story, perhaps a narrative form might be suitable.

Some of the techniques are:
•

Write short.

•

Write for readers who scan Web sites instead of reading thoroughly. “Users won’t read

your text thoroughly in a word-by-word manner. Exhaustive reading is rare,” he says.
•

Write to the point; avoid “fluffy marketese.”

•

Use common language, not made-up terms.

•

State the most important information in the first two paragraphs.

But the very best content strategy is one that mirrors the users’ mixed diet

Here are some other writing tips that apply to most Web stories:


Write a clear focus statement or nut graph high in the story, especially if you use an

anecdotal lead. Readers should know that the story is about and why they are reading it within
the first few paragraphs.


Write short, simple sentences. Reading on computer monitors is more difficult than in

print. Avoid sentences with long clauses and complex sentences.


Be concise.



Use bulleted lists to help readers scan text when the story lends itself to itemized

information.


Limit each paragraph to one idea.



Write in active voice: Who did what rather than what was done to whom. The student

won an award, not An award was won by the student.


Avoid last name only on second reference in subsequent screens or Web pages unless the

source is well known or is the main person in the story. Apply the blocking technique of
restricting each source’s comments to one block in the story so the reader doesn’t have to scroll
up and down a page or refer to a previous page to remember someone’s name.
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Keep paragraphs short.



Use conversational style. Write as though you were talking to a single reader. Borrow

from broadcast writing. The “you” voice works well online. Try to let readers know what the
story means for them.

Headlines, Blurbs and Briefs
Headlines, summary blurbs and briefs are called “microcontent,” the smaller elements of a story.
But they are the biggest factor in determining whether someone will click into the story. Clarity is
crucial. The headline and a summary blurb of one or two sentences should accurately summarize
the story. Readers in a rush want to know exactly what they’re getting when they link into a
story. Unlike a newspaper, which offers only a handful of stories on each page, a Web page
offers scores of headlines and links competing for attention.
Headlines
Write Brief Headlines: Fewer than six to 10 words create better links than headlines that span
two or three lines:

Study: Kids are solicited online (or)
Kids are solicited online, study says

Use Strong Verbs: Some headlines may be written without verbs:

Lose 10 pounds in five weeks
(No verb) Top 10 diet tips

Put the Most Important Words First: Cookie Monster assaulted, police say

Avoid Articles: Don’t use the, a, or an at the start of a headline:

Net makes cheating easy
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Not: The Net makes cheating easy

Use Question Headlines: If the Subject Is Interesting Enough to Entice Readers:
Is work a pain in the neck or in the hands?
Blurbs
The majority of news sites just repeat the story lead for the blurb under the headline. That’s
fine if it’s a summary lead. But if the lead doesn’t give the main point of the story, write a clear
summary or use the nut graph as the blurb.
Blurb Tips


Write a Clear Summary: If the lead is creative, choose the nut graph as the summary

blurb.


Avoid Writing Summaries that Repeat the Headline



Address the Reader When Appropriate: Use the “you” voice



Briefs
Blurbs are usually a few sentences. A brief can be a few paragraphs. A brief can stand alone in

place of a story, while a blurb is meant to entice readers to read more. Sometimes there is not
much difference between a blurb and a brief. In a majority of cases, the blurb and the brief
repeat the lead or the first few paragraphs of full text.
The main reason to use blurbs and briefs is to offer readers a choice of layers. Some Web
readers want to read only the headline, others want a brief summary and others want the
complete story.
EXAMPLE
HEADLINE: Missing pet turns up as meal
BLURB: A woman who went looking for her family’s missing pet rabbit says she found it—as the
main course at a neighborhood barbecue.
BRIEF: A woman who went looking for her family’s missing pet rabbit says she found it—as the
main course at a neighborhood barbeque

Summary highlights
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Another tool that serves as a quick summary for Web readers who are scanners is the
highlights box on top of the story. For example, CNN tops its Web stories with a bulleted list of
the main points in a story

Story Structure
Get to the point of the story quickly—within the first 50 words. If you picture a news Web site
with a title image and possibly a banner advertisement at the top of the page plus the story
headline, this doesn’t leave you much room. To complicate matters, readers may be using small
portable devices to get their news. In addition, text on most news sites is enclosed in tables
about 4 inches wide to facilitate reading. That translates to about 100 to 150 words per screen.

Inverted Pyramid
The inverted pyramid is a favored form for Web stories because the main idea is in the lead or
the first few paragraphs. The inverted pyramid form places the main point at the top of the story
with the rest of the information in descending order of importance. This form is good for basic
news stories, but it is too restrictive for features and other types of storytelling. As long as the
nut graph expressing the main point is high in the story, writers may have as much flexibility for
Web stories as for print. The headline, blurb and lead may be repetitious, but this doesn’t harm
readability because it helps readers know they have accessed the correct story from the scores of
others that may be linked to the site.
•

an example of the inverted pyramid with a summary lead

School official cuffed, led away by couple
Deputies arrest pair, who were unhappy with materials given students
LUCERNE VALLEY, Calif.—Two parents barged into a school superintendent’s office, handcuffed
him, announced he was under citizen’s arrest and drove him away in their vehicle, authorities
said Friday.
Sheriff ’s deputies pulled them over 10 miles away, freed the school’s official and arrested the
couple, who said they were taking the superintendent to the district attorney’s office.
—The Associated Press
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ListFormat
Lists within stories break up the text and help readers scan Web stories quickly
Something unspoken
What not to say in an interview
If you’re a smart job candidate,
you’ve thought about the points you
want to make to sell yourself in an
interview. Maybe you’ve even practiced
your spiel. That’s good, but know too
that career experts caution that saying
too much in an interview can hurt your
prospects.
You already know to avoid mentioning
the office-supplies pilfering
complaint filed against you in your last
job—and that reprimand for arriving
late on 18 days in one month. But here
are some less obvious things you should
avoid saying at a job interview.
■ Don’t address your interviewer by
his or her first name, unless and
until it’s clearly established that the
session is on a first-name basis.
Here, the rule is to let the interviewer
speak first.
■ Don’t use the wrong name. First or
last.
■ Don’t say anything that conveys
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you’re desperate for the job. Even if
you are.
—Larry Keller, CNN.com

Question/Answer Format
A question/answer format is a good alternative form for Web writing. The story still needs an
introduction. This CNN example includes an interactive poll, an ideal feature for online stories. It
also has a question lead, which works better online than in print stories. Note the conversational
“you” voice, also good for online writing.

Storytelling Format
Narrative writing also can be compelling on the Web, especially if it is split into several pages
with cliffhanger endings that entice readers to continue.

Personal storytelling
Personal storytelling thrives on the Web, and it is increasing on news sites. Some of the best
personal

storytelling

sites

are

not

traditional

broadcast

or

newspaper

sites

Revise
Don’t eliminate this crucial process. Be concise. Cut every word or paragraph that does not
advance the story. Short sentences, short paragraphs and active verbs make Web writing more
readable. The same principles that William Strunk Jr. offered for print writing in E. B. White’s The
Elements of Style apply to the Web: “Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no
unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences. . . .This requires not that the writer
make all sentences short, or that he avoid all detail and treat his subjects only in outline, but that
every word tell.”
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Take Risks
Writing for the Web will continue to evolve as technology improves accessibility of multimedia.
Basic journalistic concepts of accuracy, structure and simplicity will remain, but new forms of
online writing may emerge. Start with a good story, and find an interesting way to tell it. The
Web is a flexible medium. Andrew Nachison, former director of the Media Center at the
American Press Institute, is a risk taker in new media. He now heads a media think tank and
futures lab called iFOCUS, to encourage innovation in Web media. Nachison said that some of
the best online storytelling is distinctly different from the typical text narrative of a newspaper
story.
Nachison off red these tips:

Be Flexible: Different stories call for different approaches.

Be Smart: For some stories, you may have the luxury of time and
creative people to do something innovative. For other stories, you may
have to shovel text online to get the story out quickly.

Be Daring: Enjoy the creative freedom the Web offers to do great
journalism.

Remember the thrill of telling a great story and telling it well.

Online Writing Styles:
Inverted Pyramid
The inverted pyramid is one of the most basic story forms for print, broadcast and online news
as well as news releases. It is used most often for hard-news stories. The story is structured with
the most important information at the top of the story followed by supporting points in
descending order of importance. It usually starts with a summary lead that gives some of the
basics: who, what, when, where, why.
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The advantage of this form is that the reader gets the crucial information quickly. The
disadvantage is that the reader may not read past the crucial information. How do you decide
what information should be arranged from most to least importance? Use your judgment. Some
questions to ask: What will affect the reader most? What questions does the lead raise that need
to be answered immediately? What supporting quotes are strongest?

This form is the primary structure for breaking news, and it is an important form for online
journalism, where readers have unlimited choices. It is a useful way to let readers determine
immediately whether they are interested in the story. Regardless of the medium, stories still
must be well-written to entice readers. Adding an impact paragraph—explaining how the story
affects readers—is one way to strengthen the inverted pyramid.

The Wall Street Journal Formula
The Wall Street Journal format starts with a soft lead, focusing on a person, scene or event.
The idea is to go from the specific to the general, starting with a person, place or event that
illustrates the main point of the story. The concept, whether stated or implied, is that this person
or scene is one of many affected by the issue in the nut graph. The lead can be anecdotal,
descriptive or narrative. It is followed by a focus graph—nut graph—that gives the main point of
the story. This paragraph should explain what the story is about and why it is important (the “so
what” factor).

The story then presents backup for the lead and supporting points. The body of the story is
arranged topically, with one point leading to another. The ending usually comes full circle by
using a quote or anecdote from the person in the lead or a future development of something
mentioned in the beginning of the story. This structure is useful for stories about trends, major
issues, features, news sidebars and news events that lend themselves to a feature approach. It is
named after The Wall Street Journal because that newspaper originated the term “nut graph”
and recommended this form to its reporters many years ago as a way to humanize business
stories and make them readable for all types of readers. This technique is also effective for
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broadcast news because viewers relate to people, so starting the story by focusing on a person
affected by a problem is a good way to hook viewers. The technique dates back to the 1950s
when The Wall Street Journal.
Hourglass Structure
The hourglass form can start like the inverted pyramid, giving the most important hard-news
information in the top of the story. Then it contains chronological storytelling for a part or for the
rest of the story. This approach also works for broadcast news. Use the hourglass structure when
the story has dramatic action that lends itself to chronological order for part of the story. The
technique is useful in crime or disaster stories to recount the event.
To set up the chronological narrative, you can use an overview attribution such as “Police gave
the following account” or “Witnesses described the accident this way,” followed by a colon.
However, this type of attribution should be used only for a few paragraphs so the reader does
not forget who is speaking. All quotes still need attribution. If the speaker changes, you must
attribute the new source.
Advantage: Narrative storytelling in the chronological portion adds drama to the story.
Disadvantage: The chronological portion of the story may repeat some of the key information in
the top of the story, making it longer than a basic inverted pyramid

List Technique

Lists can be useful in stories when you have several important points to stress. Think of a list
as a highlights box within the story or at the end of the story. This technique works well for
stories about studies, government stories such as meetings, and even features about people or
programs if there are several key points to list. This structure is useful for online stories because
readers oft en scan the text. It is also an effective technique for news releases, which should be
brief. When using a list for the body and ending of a story, you can start with a summary lead or
a soft lead followed by a nut graph.
Give some backup for the lead with quotes, facts or both. Then itemize the main points until
the ending. Investigative reporters oft en use the list high in the story to itemize the findings of
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their investigation. Limit lists in the beginnings and middles of stories to five items or fewer; lists
at the end can be longer. Parallel sentence structure is most effective, but not essential, for lists.
Each item should be in a separate paragraph. Lists are oft en used in stories about meetings to
itemize actions not related to the lead.

Question/Answer Format
Organizing a story by questions and answers is an effective technique for print and Web
stories, and it can also be effective in some news releases. The Q and A, as it is commonly called,
is oft en used for profiles, and it can be a helpful way to explain issues such as a budget increase
or any controversial proposal. Even though the answer part of the story is verbatim quotes, the
writer still has to be selective about which questions and answers to include from a lengthy
interview. Some stories in this format just use Q for the question and A for the answer while
others use names or initials for the questions and answers as in the following example.

Sections Technique
This is a technique of dividing a story into sections, like book chapters, and separating them by
a graphic device such as a large dot or a large capital letter. It works best for in-depth stories
such as investigations or long features. The most effective section stories have good leads and
good endings for each section. This form lends itself to cliffhanger endings for each section or for
each day’s installment if the story is presented as a series. Think of the sections as separate
chapters, complete in themselves but tied together by the overall focus and story plot. This
technique is used often in nonfiction storytelling called “narrative writing.”
One common way to organize section stories is by points of view. For example, in a story
about a controversial government issue, such as a new landfill, you could arrange the story in
sections for each group affected by the proposal.
The other way frequently used to organize section stories is by time frames—starting with the
present, then moving to the past for background and back to present developments, and ending
with the future. Although the order can be flexible, the opening section must contain a nut graph
explaining why you are telling the reader this story now. This technique is very effective for
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stories written in narrative style. To determine whether your story is suitable for sections,
envision subheads for it. Then decide if you have enough information in each subhead group to
warrant a separate section.

E Publishing:
E-publishing is short for electronic publishing, referring to a type of publishing that does not
include printed books. E-publishing instead takes the format of works published online, on a
compact disk, emailed, or provided in a file format compatible with handheld electronic readers.
E-publishing is an alternate form of publication especially attractive to new writers. There are
advantages and disadvantages to e-publishing over traditional printed books
Electronic publishing has spun the information delivery model on its head to allow for
information, in formats like books, journals, newsletters, magazines and research papers, to be
distributed faster, better and most importantly, in a dynamic and interactive way. Perhaps the
biggest advantages of e publishing are the cost saving in printing and paper as well as better data
storage and maintenance.
Economics of E publishing
The e-publisher might save costs associated with paper, printing and distribution, but if he
wants to put out quality content, he continues to incur fairly high costs in terms of the editorial
and technical staff. To capture the true value that e publishing can deliver, he has to choose the
business model that enables him to cast a wider net and garner more customers to cover total
cost such that each customer need pay for a smaller fraction of the total.
The revenue spectrum would range from subscription rates, to licences to special groups
(universities / corporate entities, industry bodies, libraries) and pay-per-look options. Advertising
and selling rights for reprinting are additional sources of revenue. Advertising, however, tends to
be limited in the online versions, and take the form of either related advertising or affiliated
links. And if an online vendor distributes the e-book, the revenue is lower on account of greater
revenue splitting.
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It is most ideally suited for publications like journals, research reports or resource bases and
newsletters. It is also suited for all information that is dynamic or constantly changing, it could be
ongoing research or even news.
E Publishing could also help in bringing out industry journals / periodicals, ezines and
newsletters. Authors and publishers gain when they publish e-books. Costs are lower and
royalties could be higher. Working papers on ongoing research helps unleash the power of
collaborative work through networking. E publishing is very effective here as different sets of
people can work with data so varied and complex, with charts, tables and images of amazing
complexity made accessible in digital formats replete with animation and sound almost
instantaneously.
Types of E Publishing Models
There are several models in e publishing ranging from commercial e publishing, print-ondemand and subsidy e publishers, no fee distributors and self publishers. In addition to these,
there are agent vendors who package on-line journals, books and sell the database to industry
bodies, universities etc, with a mark-up over their cost, incurred for procuring rights. These costs
would vary depending on whether the vendor has procured exclusive rights or has to share them
with a competitor. As a variation of the above, there are online bookstores.
Commercial e publishers are almost like their traditional counterparts, they choose to publish
books that are most likely to be sold – a good mix of quality and subject matter is what they look
for and rejection rates are pretty high. While their websites serve as effective storefronts, they
also sell through other online bookstores like Amazon.com etc. By and large, e-publishers do not
pay an advance, but royalty payments are higher than what traditional publishers offer, often as
high as 40%. The editorial and technical work that the e publishing team puts in is no different
that what is done in print publishing.

Subsidy e publishers differ from commercial publishers in several ways. For one, they accept
most manuscripts and publish them on an “as is” basis. These are not edited or proofread or
even formatted. They have a virtual rate card for add-on charges for these services, should the
author opt for it. Everything, from adding images or graphics to copyright registration, is offered
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at add-on rates. They publish books for a flat fee and pay the authors a royalty that is
comparable to what they would receive from the commercial e-publishers. However, they are
more likely to sell through online stores than through their own websites. Likewise, they pass on
the added cost of selling through online stores to the author who receives higher royalties for
books sold through the publisher’s website and lower royalties if they were sold through, say,
Amazon.com.
Another interesting model is the “print-on-demand” (POD) model, which is a mix of electronic
and print publishing. The book is held by the publisher in electronic form and is printed out in the
hard copy form only on order. This is also done for a flat fee. While many commercial publishers
also offer the POD format, this is a model more often followed by the subsidy e-publishers.
The No-fee "Distributors" accepts manuscripts and publishes them on an “as is” basis, in a
sense, simply providing these authors with a bookstore. They do not charge a fee, but take a slice
of the royalties. Price setting is usually the author’s prerogative. The no-fee distributors do not
offer services like editing or formatting. This works well for the authors who prefer the self
publishing model, but want to offload the task of setting up their own “store front” or website.
This also does away with the need to register as a retail business as they get paid royalties by the
distributors as opposed to revenues on sales.
As an alternative, several authors prefer to self publish their books. This is not only
inexpensive, but also offers them total control over the various processes. The author usually
does all promotional and marketing work on the Web. Unless the author wants to offer the ebook in multiple formats like downloads, CD-ROMs or floppy disks, distribution costs are also
very low. Again, offering only a download-able format makes it possible for the author to register
only as a publisher and not a retail business, which entails the procurement of a licence.
Some of the advantages of e-publishing include:
•

Negligible investment by the publisher translates to a greater willingness to take on

untried writers and non-traditional characters, story lines, and manuscript lengths.
•

Faster publishing time for accepted manuscripts. Rather than waiting up to two years for

a manuscript to see print, e-publishing generally publishes work within a few weeks to a few
months after acceptance.
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•

Greater flexibility within the writer/publisher relationship. E-publishing affords more say

to writers in preparing works for publication. A paper publisher might ask a writer to change a
character, plot line, or other features of a story to make it more marketable. An e-publisher
might also make suggestions, but the writer will generally have more say. The writer might also
be instrumental in providing graphics for the work, such as an electronic jacket.
•

Writers have the ability to update text often and easily at virtually no cost. This is

particularly handy for works related to fast-moving industries such as computer technology.
Since the e-publisher does not have an investment in printed books already lining shelves, text
can be electronically updated in seconds.
•

E-publishing offers greater longevity for works with slower sales. While paper publishers

will remove slow movers from active status (print), electronic storage affords unlimited
archiving.
•

Works published electronically have an ISBN number, just like printed books. This means

anyone can walk into a storefront bookstore and order an electronic copy of the book.
•

Writers get a higher percentage of royalties through e-publishing because the initial

financial layout for the publisher is so much less than for a paper publisher. Some writers receive
as much as 70% of the profits in royalties.
•

With e-publishing writers normally retain all other rights to the work, such as the option

to go to a paper publisher later, adapt a screenplay, or use the work in some other capacity.
Paper publishers, on the other hand, tend to covet as many rights as possible from the writer in
the initial boilerplate contract.
Disadvantages of e-publishing:
•

To date, electronic works sell far fewer copies than paper books. Many people aren’t

aware of e-publishing and others prefer reading a book from print rather than electronically.
Good sales, according to one e-publisher, amount to 500 copies for a successful manuscript.
•

Writers are responsible for providing their own ongoing marketing for e-published work.

A book might be great, but if nobody knows about it, it won’t sell. Authors also can’t count on
the public seeing their books on shelves or in store windows.
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•

If interested in building credentials, e-published works do not carry the same weight as

traditional paper publishers. The sense is that the bar is somehow lower for e-published works
than for printed works. However, this may change with time as e-publishing becomes more
established.
•

Writers do not receive an advance. This is not just a financial disadvantage, but might

disqualify e-published authors from participating in certain organizations where membership
requirements include works paid by advance. That said, sales royalties are often paid more
frequently by e-publishers, such as quarterly rather than annually.
•

Piracy is another concern in the e-publishing industry. It is a fairly simple thing, technically

speaking, for a recipient of an e-work to edit the file, make several copies, and sell the work out
from under the nose of the e-publisher and author. Some e-publishers counter that the relatively
small market for e-works provides little impetus for this.
•

Prices are not always significantly cheaper for e-works, despite the lower overhead. This

might be a deterrent to sales.

Ezines
An Ezine is nothing more than an electronic magazine. It is a tool used to communicate the same
information you received in print. Magazines are delivered through the mail to people who
"subscribe". Ezines are delivered through the email to people who subscribe. Unlike print
magazines, ezines are usually free and there are many thousands available to select covering
almost any topic you could possibly consider. E-zine stands for electronic magazine. Salon is
often considered the first large-scale e-zine, starting in 1995 with the first e-zine being reportedly
published in 1984 by the hacker group Cult of the Dead Cow.
Subscribing to an ezine is like joining a club of with people who have the same interests. There
are ezines for the culinary arts, home and garden, interior design, spiritual and inspirational,
educational, business, writing, marketing and promoting, training, and the list goes on and on.
Whether your interest is writing articles for ezines or developing an ezine of your own, you need
to know the options available and how to access them. Before launching your own Ezine, take
the time to explore the internet, visit various ezines and explore the topics.
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Ezines thrive on quality content and credibility of its authors. People subscribe to an ezine
because they have a need for advice and information or seek comprehensive research on a
specific topic. As the editor, you are responsible to insure this happens which means you must
know the subject so that you can scrutinize articles you receive. One way to guarantee success is
to take the time to write several articles.
E-zines range in topic, but because of their low production costs they can often afford to be
more specialized than their print counterparts. Odd e-zines exist that are specialized down to the
most minute niche market.
Potential
When e-zines first appeared on the scene, people were unsure of their business potential.
Soon, however, they saw them as immense marketing opportunities. E-zines continue to grow as
they can be paired as an interactive content delivery system along with an adaptable advertising
piece.
Unlike traditional print magazines, e-zines are updated with each article as it comes out. This
creates a continuously changing website that brings consumers back every day to view content,
making the marketing potential even greater than traditional print magazines.
Effects
E-zines have been cited as the cause for the demise of many printing houses over the last
decade. An advantage of their dominance in the market, though, is that people have begun to
demand and pick the content that is most specific to them. It has created a pickier consumer
base than could have traditionally existed.

Sources and Online Research:
Here is some information that you should include in your source book:
•

Name of source.

•

Phone numbers (include work and cell phone). If possible get a home phone number for

your source.
•

E-mail address.

•

Physical address.
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•

Notations: Add any information such as important dates (a birthday, for example) to

remember or personal information (family members) that you might use if you contact the
source frequently and want to be thoughtful.
A good reporter needs people to interview and written sources, such as public records. But how
do you get sources, and how do you know which ones to use for a given story?
Before you begin reporting for any assignment, previous stories about the topic in databases
and do online research. Most print and broadcast newsrooms maintain databases of stories the
newspaper or television station has done, making it easy to search for previous stories about the
person or topic. You can also find sources on the Internet in news groups, social networking sites
and blogs. If you are searching for a source by name, check to make sure that the source is the
person you want; many people have the same name, and the information you retrieve may not
be for the correct source.
Use caution: Newsroom files and videotapes may not be up-to-date, and follow up stories may
not have been written or aired about crime suspects. Even more problematic is the Web, which
can archive everything, but if the document is not dated, you may not be getting the most
accurate information.

HUMAN SOURCES
News writing needs human sources to make the story credible and readable. Information
from eyewitnesses and participants lends immediacy to a story, and direct quotes and sound
bites make a story interesting. You can find human sources in a number of ways.
•

News releases: All news releases list a contact person, usually a public information officer

or public relations contact. Contact that person first but don’t stop with that source. Whenever
possible, ask to speak to the people mentioned in the news release.
•

Up and down the ladder: Who’s in charge of the organization or department? You could

start at the top by contacting the department head. On many other stories, you should also go
down the ladder and try to contact the person closest to the incident. For example, if you are
writing a police story, try to contact the officer who was at the scene. If you are writing about a
study, contact the professor or researcher who did the study.
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•

Names in the news: If you read or view a news story from a newspaper, telecast or from

the Internet, don’t just quote the news story. Contact the primary source—the person involved.
That is particularly true when you read about a survey or a study.
Get to know administrative assistants, sometimes still called “secretaries,” of officials in a
corporation or a department. This is especially important if you have a beat—a specific area of
coverage such as education, government, police or other specialties you are responsible for
covering regularly. Without the cooperation of the administrative assistant, you may not get to
the sources you need.
•

Community and campus leaders: Find out who are the leaders of groups in your

community and campus. Don’t limit your sources to these people, but they could be valuable
initial resources who can lead you to other people.
Sponsorship: This technique is a method of introducing yourself to a source by using a contact
the source might know. Someone you know can “sponsor” you to contact the source you want.
Self-sponsorship: If you have reported and written a previous news story about a subject of
interest to the source you are trying to contact, you can sponsor yourself. When you contact the
source, introduce yourself by referring to the relevant article or newscast you reported.
Matchmaking: Once you have contacted a source and want to find others, use the matchmaking
technique, which is related to the sponsorship method. Ask the source who else you might
contact about the situation.
Fairness: If you are writing a story involving conflict, find sources who have the opposing points
of view. Do not report any accusations about a person without contacting the target of those
comments.
•

Primary and secondary sources: When you are conducting an interview, if your source

says something about another person, particularly if it is derogatory or controversial, make sure
that you check with that other person. The first source's statements not only could be wrong;
they could also be libelous. You should even check out written information about sources to
make sure that it is accurate.
•

Blogs: Postings on the Internet from people who have written blogs about an issue can be

good sources for you to contact. Don’t quote from a blog without trying to contact the writer.
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Also, don’t consider information from blogs as accurate news. Blogs are usually opinion columns
and personal reflections, but they can be valuable for finding human sources.

•

Anonymous Sources
Many people will be willing to talk to you if you promise not to use their names. An

anonymous source is one who remains unnamed. (The terms “anonymous source” and
“confidential source” are used interchangeably by most people.) But should you make this
promise? Most editors today would say no, unless there is no other way to get the information.
And even then, many editors would refuse to grant that immunity from identification. The more
you rely on unnamed sources, the less credibility your story has.
The Associated Press policy on anonymous sources is as follows: “Reporters should proceed
with interviews on the assumption they are on the record. If the source wants to set conditions,
these should be negotiated at the start of the interview. At the end of the interview, the reporter
should try once again to move some or all of the information back on the record.” In the past,
reporters who promised their sources anonymity had a good chance of honoring their promise
even if they were subpoenaed to reveal their sources. Most news organizations successfully
fought any court attempts to reveal sources. But in the last few years, judges in several courts
penalized reporters by sentencing them to jail for refusing to reveal their sources.

•

One of the most publicized cases occurred in 2005 when Judith Miller, then a reporter

for The New York Times, spent 85 days in jail for refusing to testify to a federal grand jury about
the name of a confidential source who had revealed the identity of an undercover CIA agent,
which is a federal crime. When the source gave Miller permission to reveal his name, she was
released from jail and testified. An unusual factor in this case was that Miller never wrote a story
about the agent. Miller claimed her refusal to reveal sources was a matter of principle. “I do not
make confidential pledges lightly, but when I do, I keep them,” Miller told U.S. District Court
Judge Thomas F. Hogan when he sentenced her to jail. Miller resigned from the Times a few
months after she testified because of objections from some of her colleagues about her actions
and because she had become the news, she said in her resignation letter.
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•

Matt Cooper, then a reporter for Time, did write a story about the CIA agent, Valerie

Plame, but he reluctantly revealed his sources to the grand jury after his appeals for immunity
from testifying were rejected by the Supreme Court.
•

The case has prompted support for a federal shield law that would prohibit federal courts

from forcing reporters to reveal their confidential sources. In 1972 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that journalists have a duty to provide grand juries information relevant to criminal trials. Since
then, all states except Wyoming offer some protection of journalist-source privileges either by
shield laws or precedents from case law, but these state statutes do not apply to federal courts
•

The issue of using anonymous sources has been controversial for many years. A

recent survey by the Associated Press Managing Editors organization showed that one in four
newspaper editors refuses to allow reporters to use anonymous sources. But investigative
reporters insist that they need to rely on them as sources. “The anonymous source is a tool like
any tool. But it tends to be overused,” Peter Bhatia, executive editor of The Oregonian, said in
a forum at the Poynter Institute, a training organization for journalists. “We don’t use
anonymous sources unless there is no other way to get the story in the paper and the story is
of such compelling public interest that we must get it in the paper.”

•

Despite the problems with anonymous sources, it’s unlikely that news organizations

will eliminate them altogether. If you must use anonymous sources because you have no other
alternative, you should check the information with other sources, preferably ones who will allow
use of their names, and check documents. Many sources, named or unnamed, have their own
agenda and want to manipulate reporters so the sources can promote their cause. For fairness
and balance, it is crucial for reporters to check with other sources to confirm, deny or provide
other points of view.
•

When using unnamed sources, you may identify the person with a vague reference,

such as “according to one official.” Or you might give the person a pseudonym, a false name.
Although most editors discourage pseudonyms, they are sometimes allowed in feature stories
about sensitive subjects such as rape. But they are rarely used in hard-news stories. It is
preferable to use no name or a first name only. If you use a full-name pseudonym, which is not
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preferred, you should check your local telephone directories to make sure that you aren’t using
the name of someone in your community. And in all cases, to protect the identity of the source,
you must tell the reader that this is a false name.
•

Janet Cooke didn’t do that. And she touched off a furor in the newspaper industry that

persists years after the incident. Cooke, then a reporter for The Washington Post, won the
Pulitzer Prize in 1981 for a story called “Jimmy’s World,” about an 8-year-old heroin addict.
There was only one problem: Jimmy didn’t exist. When Cooke first discussed the story with her
editors, she said she had located the child’s mother, who was reluctant to talk. Her editors said
she could grant the mother anonymity. Cooke turned in a compelling story about the child and
his mother. But when Cooke won the Pulitzer and was profiled in newspapers, some
discrepancies in her résumé were discovered. That led to questions about her story. She
ultimately admitted that she had made up the story about Jimmy and his mother. The Post
returned the Pulitzer, and Cooke resigned in disgrace. Cooke’s story wasn’t based on an
anonymous source; it was a fabricated source.
The impact was a crisis of credibility for the press. Newspapers throughout the country began
developing policies against using pseudonyms, and many editors banned the use of anonymous
sources altogether.
Fabrication of sources and other information in news stories surfaced as a problem again in the
1990s and later in several high-profile scandals. Most notorious was the case of Jayson Blair, a
reporter for The New York Times, who made up quotes, fictionalized scenes and plagiarized
material in dozens of the stories he wrote during his four years at the newspaper. His
deception was discovered after he plagiarized material from a story written by a Texas
newspaper reporter with whom Blair had worked when he was a reporter on the student
newspaper at The University of Maryland. Blair never graduated from the school and was hired
by the Times after his internship there because he showed so much promise. After the discovery
of this and other stories that were fabricated or plagiarized, Blair resigned in disgrace, and the
Times published an extensive front-page story about his deception.

Blair’s trail of fabrication

and plagiarism mirrored the pattern of Stephen Glass, a rising star at The New Republic, who
was fired after his editor discovered that he had fabricated sources in many of his stories. His
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deception was discovered when a reporter for an online site questioned a story Glass had written
about a convention of hackers. The convention didn’t exist, nor did the soft ware company cited
in the story. Glass even created a phony Web site for the nonexistent soft ware company. A
complaint from an online magazine spurred the investigation, which revealed that the article was
a hoax, and several others Glass had written were also fiction. A few years later, Glass published
an autobiographical novel called The Fabulist about a reporter who fabricates stories. The Glass
story also became the subject of a movie called Shattered Glass.

Written Sources
You can find many additional clues for human sources and other information from a variety of
written sources. Even though you may rely on Google and other Internet search engines, don’t
overlook some traditional printed sources.

Telephone Directories: The white and yellow pages of telephone books are primary places to
locate sources. Most local telephone books also contain information about city and county
government agencies, utilities and other frequently used services.
Before you agree to grant anonymity to a source, you should check with your editors to
determine the policies of your organization. Even when sources agree to be identified, they often
ask for anonymity for portions of the interview. They’ll say, “This is off the record.” Sometimes
they aren’t even aware of what the term means.
Here are some definitions of the terms used most oft en to establish ground rules in an
interview:
On the Record: The source agrees that all information can be used in a news story and that he
can be identified as the source of it. The easiest way to establish this understanding is to identify
yourself as a reporter immediately and state your purpose for the interview. If you are
interviewing people who are not accustomed to dealing with the media, you may need to remind
the source during the interview that you are quoting him about the material, especially if you are
writing about controversial issues. Such a reminder may jeopardize your chances of using some
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of the material, but it is better to take that chance during the interview than later in a courtroom
aft er you have been sued.
Off the Record: The information from this source may not be used at all. If you can get the same
information from another source, you may use it, but you may not attribute it to the source who
told it to you off the record.
Not for Attribution: You may use the information as background, but you may not identify the
source.
Background: This is similar to the term “not for attribution.” Generally, it means that you may
use the information but can’t attribute it. Some reporters define background as the ability to use
the information with a general attribution, such as “a city official said.” If you are in doubt during
the interview, ask the source how you can identify him, and give the specific wording you intend
to use.
Written Sources
You can find many additional clues for human sources and other information from a variety of
written sources. Even though you may rely on Google and other Internet search engines, don’t
overlook some traditional printed sources.
•

Telephone Directories

•

Libraries:
Your local public library and your college library contain a wealth of source material to help

you find background about a story. Some of the most useful reference works are encyclopedias,
almanacs and other books of facts, population data and financial records of major corporations.
Many of these resources are also online. Most college and university libraries also have a section
devoted to federal and state documents and publications. In this section you can find transcripts
of congressional hearings, publications from federal and state agencies, and reports from all
sorts of government offices.
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Unit IV

Introduction:
Elements of Digital Story Telling
This introduction to digital storytelling in language arts is adapted from an article published in
Learning and Leading with Technology. The PDF of the original article can also be downloaded:
A digital story consists of a series of still images that are combined with a narrated soundtrack to
tell a story. Ken Burns used this technique to good effect in his popular series of documentaries
for PBS. Although short video clips are sometimes included, students can create digital stories
without access to video equipment.
The Wellsprings of Digital Stories
Digital storytelling as we practice and teach it grew out of the work of Joe Lambert and Dana
Atchley at the Center for Digital Storytelling at U.C. Berkeley in 1993. The community of practice
that has evolved from this work is based on the premise that everyone has a story to tell. Digital
technologies offer particularly powerful means of conveying these stories.
We have adapted their work for school settings. Two technical advances have made this feasible.
The first is inclusion of digital video editors with operating systems offered by Apple and
Microsoft. A decade ago digital video editors were relatively new, were costly, required
specialized hardware, and were complex and difficult to master. Today Movie Maker is included
at no additional charge with Windows XP, and i-Movie is provided with the Macintosh operating
system. With appropriate support, these tools can be readily mastered by students.
The second technical advance is the ubiquitous presence of digital cameras and digital images.
Last year the tipping point marking the transition to digital cameras occurred – for the first time,
more digital cameras were sold than film cameras. This year several manufacturers, including
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Kodak, are discontinuing sale of film cameras. The presence of these tools is already affecting
and altering society. They allow students to capture visual images from their lives to tell their
personal stories.
While technical advances have made digital storytelling practical in today’s schools, connections
to the language arts classroom are grounded in the curriculum. In particular, the story should be
in the foreground and the technology in the background. The focus in the language arts
classroom should be on the writing and communication process rather than technical effects.
The K-12 students and teachers with whom we have worked center their efforts on the practice
of the storyteller, with the computer serving as a tool for eventual publication and sharing.
Technology has the capacity to amplify the writer’s voice in a well-written story, however. In
particular, digital storytelling can be used to engage struggling readers and writers who have not
yet experienced the power of personal expression.
Seven Elements of Effective Digital Stories
Digital Storytelling as we interpret it originated at the Center for Digital Storytelling founded by
Joe Lambert. As a starting point for thinking about digital storytelling, we have included an
overview adapted from an article that we published in Learning & Leading with Technology, as
well as links to the Center for Digital Storytelling web site.
Lambert identifies seven elements of effective digital stories based on more than a decade of
work in this medium. The distillation of his experience has fueled much of our own work in
school settings. The seven elements of digital storytelling include: (1) a point of view, (2) a
dramatic question, (3) emotional content, (4) economy, (5) pacing, (6) the gift of your voice, and
(7) an accompanying soundtrack.
Seven Elements of a Digital Story
During Writing

During Construction

1. A Point of View

5. Pacing
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2. Dramatic Question

6. Gift of Your Voice

3. Emotional Content

4. A Soundtrack

4. Economy
We like to group these elements, focusing on the phases of writing and construction (see Table 1
above). During the writing and planning phase, students draft and revise scripts, and design
storyboards. They decide what the story will say and how the story will look during this stage.
Once the script and accompanying storyboard are completed, they use a digital video editor to
construct the story.
1. A Point of View
Scholarly writing attempts to achieve objectivity by distancing the writer from the material. In
contrast, the goal of digital storytelling is to allow a writer to experience the power of personal
expression. Therefore students’ digital stories need to be constructed from their own experience
and understanding. Using the first-person pronoun “I” rather than the more distant third-person
point of view is essential.
This separates the digital story from the third-person report delivered via PowerPoint which
sometimes replaces or supplements the traditional research report. The digital story reveals the
writer, as opposed to offering facts about a distanced topic. Script revision often involves an
effort to bring the focus of the story back to the writer.
2. A Dramatic Question
A story that holds the attention of the audience has a dramatic question that is resolved by the
end of the story. This characteristic distinguishes the digital story from a travelogue. A neighbor’s
vacation slides may have an accompanying narrative, sprightly music, and cutting-edge
transitional effects. However, it does not hold our attention in the same manner as a wellconstructed digital story.
Narratives that lead the reader to become invested typically pursue a compelling question that
evokes interest and commitment. This sets the reader up for the eventual payoff at the close of
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the story. Student writers often bury the question too deeply in the story or the story structure
may fail to articulate a clear question. Story circle activities allow students begin to shape their
stories into a text that rewards and surprises their audience.
3. Emotional Content
The most effective digital stories evoke an emotion from the audience. We often see laughter,
tears, and expressions of pleasure from the audience when digital stories are screened. This can
be tremendously rewarding to student writers, validating the effort and investment they have
made.
Some web sites have begun to offer digital videos that document the progress of a class through
a unit or project. While these digital documentaries offer an effective use of digital video, they
are not digital stories in the sense that Lambert employs the term. An effective digital story
works to pursue, discover, and communicate new understanding that is rooted in who we are as
humans.
4. Economy
Economy is the most difficult element for both novices and experienced writers to attain. The art
form of the digital story as practiced in the Center for Digital Storytelling consists of a short two
to three-minute vignette. This limits the script to a single double-spaced page or the amount of
text that can be printed on one side of a 4 by 6 inch note card.
Limiting the scope of the digital story has two practical benefits: (1) it makes the construction
process manageable in a school setting, and (2) it also makes it practical for an audience to view
the stories of an entire class in a single session. From the perspective of the writing process, the
discipline involved in achieving this sharpens the focus of the story, requiring the writer to decide
what is essential to the story.
Economy is equally important as the digital story is assembled. Modern digital editors offer a
plethora of special effects and transitions. It can be tempting to replicate the visual onslaught of
music videos on MTV. However, the curricular objective in the language arts classroom is to
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encourage writing and storytelling. We have found that the effective digital story uses only a few
images, a few words, and even fewer special effects to clearly and powerfully communicate
intended meaning.
5. Pacing
The term “monotonous” refers to an unvaried inflection and pace. The word has become
synonymous with “boring” because an unvaried pace will not hold the audience’s attention. You
may remember childhood hours sitting up with a parent whose stories would unfold with a
rhythm and energy that led you to cling to each word spoken. That is the art of the storyteller.
There is an important interaction between economy and pacing. Novice storytellers often
attempt to shoehorn several pages of script into a two-minute digital story by reading it as
rapidly as they can. This is achieved at the expense of pacing, because this approach does not
allow them to pause or vary the pace. For student writers, pacing means pulling back or racing
forward when the story calls for it, as opposed to when the time limit approaches.
This may require tough decisions about what parts of the story can be omitted. It is important to
confront these decisions during the script revision process, in order to allow a natural pace and
varied flow when the digital story is constructed.
6. The Gift of Your Voice
Many of our classrooms have “unheard” and “unseen” students who enter, submit work, and
leave at the sound of the bell without participating in discussion, group activities, or any task that
asks for their voice. The process of digital storytelling allows students to record themselves
narrating their own scripts.
The pitch, inflection, and timbre of the storyteller’s voice convey meaning and intent in a very
personal way. This has proven to be one of the most essential elements that contribute to the
effectiveness of a digital story. There is no substitute for using your own voice to tell your story.
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7. Soundtrack
Music is an important element of the professional cinema. Joe Lambert also incorporates music
into the stories developed at the Center for Digital Storytelling, and lists it as one of the seven
essential elements. Properly employed music can enhance and underscore the accompanying
story, adding complexity and depth to the narrative
We place addition of the soundtrack to the story at the end of the construction process for
several reasons. When time becomes an issue, the story can be screened in a draft format
without music, allowing this element to be added at a later date. Also, in some instances,
students have successfully made the case for digital stories that rely on voice alone. This can be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
The following sequence of steps works well:
1. Write an initial script
2. Plan an accompanying storyboard
3. Discuss and revise the script
4. Sequence the images in the video editor
5. Add the narrative track
6. Add special effects and transitions
7. Add a soundtrack if time permit
Establishing a sequence of steps to follow offers two central advantages. First, students will
maximize instructional and lab time when the tasks are well framed and specific. The order is
designed to tap into the organic process of storytelling as well as to work around some of the
quirks found in different digital video tools. In addition, teachers can easily track individual
progress using a chart placed on a blackboard or classroom whiteboard.
Summary:
Digital storytelling is a particularly appealing use of an emerging technology for several reasons.
It can provide a voice to struggling readers and writers who might not otherwise find an
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authentic means of expression. It places the technology in the hands of the learner, allowing
them to control its use within objectives carefully constructed by the teacher.
There are significant logistical issues that are encountered in a school setting, but they are
manageable with proper planning. Some of the lessons learned in a variety of settings will be the
subject of future columns on this topic.

BLOGGING & LIVE BLOGGING
A live blog is a running commentary on an event in motion. It is one of the handful of writing
formats Live blogging is basically just posting regular updates to your blog as the event is taking
place, rather than blogging about it after the fact.
You’re keeping readers up to date on the event, but more importantly, you’re giving the reader
the feeling of watching it with you. You’re the buddy for the reader to interact with, so
perspective and variety are two keys to keeping your readers interested.
GETTING STARTED
•

Create a headline and write the introduction text to your live blog.

•

Use descriptive words like “Live Updates,” “Analysis” and “Instant Reaction” to describe

what your live blog will cover.
•

INTRO TEXT

•

The first mistake many live bloggers make is not paying enough attention to the

introduction text. It is the first words that most readers will see when they click on your live blog.
So keeping this text as fresh as possible is important.
•

You’ll likely be asked to start your live blog hours ahead of the event.

•

You always want your intro text to stay relevant. That means updating the text often—

before, during and after the event. After the event is completed, the intro text should be
rewritten to serve as more of a recap of the event
•

Self-editing is essential: Live blogs are not monitored automatically by editors. It is vitally

important that you check, double-check and triple-check spelling and grammar on every post
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before hitting “Publish.” The simplest spelling error will ruin the legitimacy of your live blog.
Learning to be your own best editor will instantly boost your credibility.
FORMATTING BASICS
•

How to make your live blog stand out? Learn to be obsessive when it comes to bolding

key text.
•

From the reader’s perspective, this gives your audience a sense of where the most

important moments are in your blog.
•

From a design point of view, it makes your live blog look more professional. Bolding text

is one of those attention-to-detail basics that will instantly make your live blog stand out.
•

What text needs bolding? any key happenings in general that you want to draw the

reader’s eye toward.

WRITING BASICS
•

One of the biggest questions from first-time live bloggers involves word count. How much

should you write?
•

There’s no steadfast rules here. The briefer the better, because you want to be able to

keep up with the action.
•

Use the breaks as the spots where you spout off longer posts.

•

Try to mix up word counts as much as possible. A five-word post isn’t necessarily a bad

thing, as long as you’re saying something with those words.

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
•

The reader who prefers the live blog is likely watching the event right along with you.

What does that mean for you?
•

Don’t regurgitate what you see. Assume that your audience is seeing it, too. They’re

coming to you for a unique take on what they saw. You should be more color commentator than
play-by-play announcer.
•

Whether it’s a controversial call or an I-can’t-believe-what-I-just saw moment, your best

route is to put your spin on the event.
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•

Plus, they’re looking for the full experience. Talk about things such as the weather, the

uniforms, music playing at the arena, the breaks. Be rooted in the on-field events, but don’t be
afraid to go wherever you want to take the live blog.

ABOVE AND BEYOND
•

Variety of media will also make your live blog have that above-and-beyond feel.

•

What does this mean?

•

Add photos to your live blog

•

Add videos

•

Use Twitter in your live blog. It’s another way to create more of a conversational feel.

Bring in what other media experts are saying about the game or the key moments as launching
off points for your own opinions
•
Before the Event
•

Live blogging requires a bit of preparation that isn’t necessary for regular blogging. The

most important thing, of course, is internet access from the event
•

Check the event’s website or call the organizers to verify internet access. Also be sure to

ask whether it’s free or paid, and whether you need to sign up ahead of time.
•

Decide whether you trying live blogging from a netbook, tablet or cell phone. This is

largely going to be dependent on what format your blog posts will be. If you plan to post tons of
images, then a phone with a camera might be the best way to go. If your posts are going to be
more text-heavy, though, you’ll probably want to opt for something with a keyboard. You can
always try blogging from your phone and then switch to a tablet/netbook/laptop if you decide
it’s necessary. And nothing says you can’t mix things up and use one gadget for certain parts, and
another for other parts of the event.
•

Another thing to consider before the event is whether you want to live blog everything,

or just certain parts.
•
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Choose Your Format
•

If you’re considering live blogging an event, you probably already have a blog. But that

doesn’t necessarily mean you have to use that blog for the event. There are tons of options
available to potential live bloggers and choosing the right one can mean the difference between
success and failure.
•

Your Existing Blog

•

Microblogging

Choose Your Technology
•

You’ll need to decide whether to use a phone, laptop, or something in between. The best

choice is to use whatever is most comfortable for you. Consider the environment the conference
or event is taking place in.
•

You may want to consider carrying extra batteries, too.

•

Decide whether you want to carry a camera or video camera ahead of time.

At the Event
•

There are a number of things you want to keep in mind while actually at the event. First

of all, be ready to make mistakes. Live blogging is bound to have some typos, grammatical errors,
and sometimes bigger mistakes. It’s unavoidable if you’re trying to blog in as close to real-time as
possible.
•

Be respectful of others around you. Keep whatever technology you’re using to live blog

from bothering those near you.
•

Make sure if you’re using a camera that you’re not using a flash for photos of presenters

or speakers. It’s rude and distracting.
•

If you’re using your phone, make sure your ringer is set to vibrate or silent before the

start of any workshops or events.. Also, if the lights are set low, make sure you turn the
brightness on your phone/laptop/netbook/tablet’s screen down so that it’s not disturbing to
others.
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Is Live Blogging the Best Idea?
•

Depending on the event, you might want to reconsider live blogging all together. Some

events just aren’t well-suited to it. If something is very in-depth or complicated, blogging it live
might be difficult. And if accuracy is paramount to what you’re covering, then taking time to
write proper blog posts after the fact is probably a better idea.
•

You could always take a hybrid approach. Live blog interesting tidbits from the events, or

if something interesting or unexpected happens. But then write full blog post(s) covering the
event afterward. These could be done immediately following the event, or a day or two later.
•

One time when live blogging is almost certainly not a good idea is during a film screening.

Whether this is a documentary, a presentation, or an opening, any kind of device that lights up is
going to be distracting to those around you. Blog away before and after the event, but refrain
from posting updates during the film itself.

Using Social Media for Effective News Gathering
But how far is it fundamentally reshaping the news industry?
It has role in three parts. First what it can do for news-gathering. Second, what it brings in terms
of interaction and engagement between users and journalists (which can in turn often lead to
new forms of input, co-creation and verification, or networked and mutualised journalism).
Third, how it offers a new method for discovering and distributing news.
As far as news-gathering is concerned, there is no doubt that social media offers more ways of
finding out about more events than any news organization could ever hope to do on its own.
Whether it is the Haiti earthquake, the assassination of Osama bin Laden, the Iran uprising in
2009, or the videos posted on Facebook of the events of the Arab spring, social media are
regularly beating the news industry at its core business of being first with the news. No serious
news-gathering operation can afford to ignore social media anymore. The more global they are,
the more they need social media to extend the reach of their own news-gathering networks.
Social media is too important to neglect. It cannot replace many of the things we expect from
professional journalists. But it is creating a host of new opportunities for doing better journalism,
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covering more places and stories and engaging more people at all kinds of different levels. Social
media offers great commercial opportunities too.
Social media and journalism have developed a symbiotic relationship. Many journalists say they
“can’t work without social media. It is only some on the fringes who continue to argue that social
media destroying good journalism. That is simply not true.
You only have to look to how journalists have used it to cover the Arab spring and Syria — that
conflict in-particular has been noted as a ‘War Reported by social media and citizen-journalists’.
However, one important role of social media that cannot be overlooked is its function as a tool
for news gathering. Twitter serves as an effective tool for news gathering. Reporters all over the
world have come to appreciate the prominent role it plays in news gathering. As at November
2010, Biz Stone, a co founder of twitter expressed the idea of a Twitter news network, a concept
of a wire-like news service. The reality of this concept being a rapid way of
disseminating information.
Many reporters and editors depends on social networking sites, especially Twitter as a source of
news lead. A news study by George Washington University and Cision of 371 US editors and
reporters found that 89% of the professional journalists surveyed said that they look to blogs in
researching news, 65% use social networks, and 55% use microblogging/twitter to gather
information and news tips. Through the twitter feed tool, listener-contributors who send in tips
and stories would be contactable, and their credibility measured and built up over time. After
following up on a tip that turns out to be credible, reporters would then make use of such
information.
Twitter is fast becoming a leading on line community as well as a powerful social marketing tool.
The beauty of Twitter lies in its simplicity. Compared to other community-oriented web services
like Facebook and MySpace, Twitter is streamlined, simple and straightforward. This contributes
to its usability.
One feature that makes Twitter an effective news gathering source is “anonymity.” That is, users
are not obliged to use their real or full names when accessing their accounts. Thus, information
can be released and gathered without fear of being “tracked.” Twitter is a social media that has
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come to stay, especially as a news gathering source. Media organizations like; CNN, NBC, BBC,
NEW YORK TIMES and others play important roles in this regard
Facebook feeds/Social networks
Journalism is all about contacts. Social networks are a fantastic way of finding and managing
them, whether those are existing contacts, contacts of contacts (which you can now see), or
members of relevant interest groups. You may want to join more than one social network:
Facebook is a good catchall, but LinkedIn is good for more professional networking, while there
may be specific ‘beat’ networks you can join – such as for doctors.
Blog and site feeds/Social RSS readers
This is a basic requirement for any journalist: know the news sources – mainstream and blogs –
in your specialist areas, and subscribe to their RSS feed. The result should be a one-stop page
that you check into every morning that aggregates any new stories since you last checked.
But some RSS readers do more than just allow you to subscribe to feeds – they have social
elements. Google Reader, for example, will “recommend” feeds you might be interested in,
based on the feeds you already subscribe to (and what their subscribers also read). Bloglines, in
addition, allows you to click on any of your feeds and see others who subscribe to that feed –
and what other feeds they subscribe. This is a great way to find new sources of news and
information.
Bookmarking site feeds, networks and tags
Bookmarking sites like Delicious, Digg and Reddit are a goldmine of information and leads.
journalists need to use the sites themselves – the more active you are, the more you will get
out. Every time you bookmark a webpage, you can see who else has bookmarked it . You can see
who bookmarked it first (and is therefore potentially the quickest source). You can see their
comments, and the tags they use. You can see what else they’re bookmarking. And you can add
them to your network so you’re kept up to date on what they’re bookmarking generally.
All of this can generate more useful contacts (the bookmarkers), more sources of news, and
more understanding of your area.
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